Works with Pioneer modular radios

**TurboKit**

**108-GM1G**

*CHEVROLET SILVERADO 1500 | GMC SIERRA 1500 2014-2018*  
*CHEVROLET SILVERADO 2500/3500 | GMC SIERRA 2500/3500 2015-2018*  
*CHEVROLET SILVERADO 1500 LD | GMC SIERRA 1500 LIMITED 2019*

Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8” modular radio  
• Painted gunmetal gray

**108-GM2B**

*CHEVROLET TAHOE | AVALANCHE | GMC YUKON 2007-2014*  
*CHEVROLET SILVERADO | GMC SIERRA 2007-2014 (with center console)*

Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8” modular radio  
• Painted scratch-resistant matte black  
• Replacement dash panel allows for minimal dash modifications

**107-GM3B**

*CHEVROLET CAMARO 2016-2020*

Fits the Pioneer DMH-C2550NEX and DMH-C2500NEX 6.8” modular radios  
(refer to radio manufacturer for current models)  
• Painted scratch-resistant matte black to match the factory finish

**108-GM3B**

*CHEVROLET CAMARO 2016-2020*

Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8” modular radio  
• Painted scratch-resistant matte black to match the factory finish

**107-GM4B**

*CHEVROLET SILVERADO 1500 | GMC SIERRA 1500 2019-UP*  
*SILVERADO 2500/3500 | SIERRA 2500/3500 2020-UP*

Fits the Pioneer DMH-C2550NEX and DMH-C2500NEX 6.8” modular radios  
(refer to radio manufacturer for current models)  
• Blank out plate included to replace the factory radio control buttons  
• Painted scratch-resistant matte black to match the factory finish

*Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications*
Works with Pioneer modular radios

**108-FD1CH**
FORD F-150 2015-2017, F-250/350/450 XL (with CD) 2017
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8” modular radio
- Touchscreen display for climate, audio interfacing and personalization features
- Included interface for climate and steering wheel functions
- Integrated passenger airbag indicator
- Painted charcoal to match the factory finish

**108-FD2B**
FORD F-150 2013-2014 (with 4.2” screen)
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8” modular radio
- Touchscreen display for climate, audio interfacing and personalization features
- Included interface for climate and steering wheel functions
- Integrated passenger airbag indicator and hazard button
- Painted scratch-resistant matte black

**108-FD3B**
FORD F-150 2013-2014 (with CD player, without color screen)
F-150 XL 2009-2013 (with CD player) | F-150 XLT 2009-2012 (without NAV)
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8” radio
- Painted scratch-resistant matte black to match the factory finish

**108-FD4CH**
FORD MUSTANG 2010-2014
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8” modular radio
- Touchscreen display for climate, audio interfacing and personalization features
- Included interface for climate and steering wheel functions
- Painted charcoal to match the factory finish

**108-FD5CH**
FORD MUSTANG 2015-UP* (with 4.2” screen)
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8” modular radio
- Touchscreen display for climate, audio interfacing and personalization features
- Included interface for climate and steering wheel functions
- Painted charcoal to match the factory finish

* Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications

CALL TO ORDER 1.386.257.2956 | FAX YOUR ORDER 1.386.258.3940
**FITS FORD**

**108-FD6CH**

FORD MUSTANG 2015-UP* (with 8" screen)
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8" modular radio
- Touchscreen display for climate, audio interfacing and personalization features
- Included interface for climate and steering wheel functions
- Painted charcoal to match the factory finish

**108-FD7B**

FORD SUPER DUTY F-250/350/450/550 XL 2017-UP*
(without color screen)
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8" modular radio
- Painted scratch-resistant matte black

**108-FD8CH**

FORD EXPLORER 2011-2019 (with factory 8" screen)
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8" modular radio
- Touchscreen display for climate, audio interfacing and personalization features
- Included interface for climate and steering wheel functions
- Painted charcoal and matte black to match the factory finish

**108-FD9B**

FORD RANGER 2019-UP* (with factory 4.2" screen)
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8" modular radio
- Painted scratch-resistant matte black to match the factory appearance

* Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications

**CALL TO ORDER 1.386.257.2956 | FAX YOUR ORDER 1.386.258.3940**
Works with Pioneer modular radios

**108-CH1B**
JEEP WRANGLER 2011-2017 JK (only) 2018
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8” modular radio
- Cutting template included for necessary dash modifications
- Painted scratch-resistant matte black

**108-CH4G**
JEEP COMMANDER 2006-2007
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8” modular radio
- Painted gray to match the factory finish

**108-CH4DK**
JEEP COMMANDER 2006-2007
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8” modular radio
- Painted dark khaki to match the factory dash panel

**108-CH2B**
RAM TRUCKS 1500/2500/3500 2013-2017 (with 5” or 8” touchscreen)
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8” modular radio
- Touchscreen display for climate, audio interfacing and personalization features
- Included interface for climate and steering wheel functions
- Painted scratch-resistant matte black to match the factory finish

* Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications
Works with Pioneer modular radios

**TurboKit**

**108-TO1B**
TOYOTA TUNDRA 2007-2013 | SEQUOIA 2008-UP*
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8" modular radio
• Painted scratch-resistant matte black

**108-TO1HG**
TOYOTA TUNDRA 2007-2013 | SEQUOIA 2008-UP*
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8" modular radio
• Painted high gloss black

**108-TO1CHG**
TOYOTA TUNDRA 2007-2013 | SEQUOIA 2008-UP*
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8" modular radio
• Painted high gloss charcoal (matches 2010-UP*)

**108-TO2B**
TOYOTA TACOMA 2012-2015
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8" modular radio
• Painted scratch-resistant matte black

**108-TO2CHG**
TOYOTA TACOMA 2012-2015
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8" modular radio
• Painted high gloss charcoal

**108-TO3B**
TOYOTA HIGHLANDER 2008-2012 (without NAV)
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8" modular radio
• Painted scratch-resistant matte black

* Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications
FITS TOYOTA

108-TO3BR
TOYOTA HIGHLANDER 2008-2012 (without NAV)
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8" modular radio
• Painted brown to match the factory finish

108-TO4
TOYOTA CAMRY 2015-2017
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8" modular radio
• Built in multiple pieces and painted two-tone to match the factory appearance

108-TO5HG
TOYOTA COROLLA HATCHBACK 2019-UP* | COROLLA 2020-UP*
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8" modular radio
• Painted high gloss black to match the factory finish

108-UN01
UNIVERSAL TRIM
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8" modular radio
• 3/8" border trim that snaps onto the Pioneer’s separate screen
• Designed for the finishing touch to a custom-built install

108-UN02
UNIVERSAL FLOATING MOUNT
Fits the Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8" modular radio
• A universal solution to install a Pioneer DMH-C5500NEX 8-inch radio with a separate screen and chassis into just about anything
• A complete housing encases the Pioneer’s 8-inch screen
• Designed to “float” the Pioneer 8-inch screen in front of a vehicle’s original radio location using the case and bracket combination
• A series of brackets provide the ability to easily mount the radio’s chassis into the radio/pocket location of 250+ existing Metra Double-DIN kits for 1990 to current vehicle applications

* Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications

CALL TO ORDER 1.386.257.2956 | FAX YOUR ORDER 1.386.258.3940